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INVOCATION / PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: 
 

Called To Order By: Session Begin: Session End: Session Location: 
Scott Klopfenstein 7:00 p.m. 8:30 p.m. Council Chambers 

 
MEMBERS AND VISITORS IN ATTENDANCE: 
 

Mr. Wayne York Present  Mrs. Karen Woodruff Present 
Mrs. Leisha Elchert Present  Mr. Jesse Fark Present 
Mr. Quentin Reese Present  Mr. Jim Gooding Present 

 
Employees Present: Bruce Metz Village Administrator 

 Bev Wren Fiscal Officer 
 Ed Maxwell ZEO/EDD 
 Chuck Wirick Chief of Police 
 Nick Honeycutt Police Officer 

 
Visitors Present: Rick Regula  
 Deb Regula  
   

 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 
 

Draft Minutes As Pre-Read From The August 8, 2022 Regular Council Meeting: 
Motion To Accept The Minutes As Pre-Read: Reese 
Seconded By: Gooding 

Aye: 6 Nay: 0 Motion Carried 
 
APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL REPORT: 
 

Fark stated that the Finance Committee met just prior to this meeting and reviewed the 
July Monthly Financial reports.  The July month-to-date revenues were less than the 
month-to-date expenditures by ($129,565.03).  However, month-to-date revenues were 
35.67% more than July of 2021 and year-to-date revenues are 1.05% more than last year 
at this time.  Month-to-date expenditures were 78.35% more than July of 2021 and year-
to-date expenditures are 13.93% more than last year at this time.  The Village’s ending 
cash balance is 10.50% more than last year at this time.  Income tax disbursements for the 
month totaled $189,824.87, which is 38.76% more than July of 2021, with year-to-date 
disbursements being 2.96% more than this time last year.  Three of the Village funds ended 
in the red for the month including the General Fund, Water Operating Fund and the Refuse 
Operating Fund.  Large expenditures for the month included the third and final pay 
application to Perram Electric for the West Pike Traffic Signal of $106,768.72; the first pay 
application to R.D. Jones Excavating for the Hudson Lake Detention Pond II of $262,002.96 
and the purchase of picnic tables for Wally Byam Memorial Park of $8,528.26.  Fark also 
noted that there were three payrolls in the month of July. 

 
To Accept The July 2022 Financial Reports As Presented: 
Motion To Accept The Financial Reports As Presented: Woodruff 
Seconded By: Elchert 

Aye: 6 Nay: 0 Motion Carried 
 
PRE-SCHEDULED: 
 

a. Mr. Rick Regula – Water Issue 
 
Mayor Klopfenstein turned the floor over to Mr. Rick Regula.  Mr. Regula introduced his 
wife Deb to the Mayor and Council members.  Mr. Regula stated that he was from the 
community originally, but has not lived here for a while, but we still farm and own dirt on 
this South edge of town.  Mr. Regula stated that he has four points to make tonight as we 
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are having a lot of problems on our end of the new expansion of the retention pond.  1) 
Regula said that they have a five inch tile that runs across the back of us and where that 
water is going to go.  York asked for some clarification regarding the location of the tile Mr. 
Regula is talking about.  Regula stated that it runs north of us on the East side of the lot line 
up through Hudson Estates.  2) Regula stated that he wanted to talk a little bit about trying 
to get a schedule to find out when they are going to complete these two inch tiles, because 
for the last five months this has been going on and I will talk about that a little bit more.  3) 
Regula stated, third, I would like to see the revoke or pull their permits until we get this 
water issue resolved. 
 
So these tile (Regula was showing an diagram overlay that was provided by the Soil and 
Water service) shows these two inch tiles that goes from out to Ivan Zorn’s/Bob Zorn’s 
place under the railroad back up through our low spots and up through Hudson Estates.  
You guys sent your team out there to try and find them and we havn’t been able to find the 
two tiles.  Now when Milligan started the construction, they went to set their first manhole, 
they hit them both and the water ran for three days.  But up to that point after you guys 
couldn’t find them, I went to Mike Reichert, Mike Reichert started systamatically tiling that 
in the late seventies when my Dad owned it.  It shows two hundred ninety-five feet off of 
the East fence where Maxwell’s would have owned, coming across on us is where those 
two eight inch tiles are tied in for our farm to relieve that water. 
 
Now for five months that has layed under water.  I sowed it to seed oats on Saturday and 
still drove around two mud holes, even with it being this hot and dry.  I don’t know with 
the construction if they went across those two eights, my assumption is that they crushed 
them taking the dirt back across there and it pinched off our water flow.  You can see if you 
went passed Bob Zorn’s place, his water didn’t go anywhere for days either, so we still got 
water laying back there. 
 
Regula stated for the last five months, I have talked to you all, I’ve talked to MetzComm, 
I’ve talked to the Hudson Estates leadership to try to find out what the schedule is to get 
this water, because Bruce told me that they were going to change this water and send it up 
here to the retention pond.  I found that out when I talked to R.D. Jones who had the first 
phase of construction to move the dirt.  When I went through it with Jones, when he called 
me, he talked to me about them installing a catch basin and they were going to send my 
water up there and that hasn’t happened, and they keep telling me they are going to fix it, 
there going to find it, there going to get in there. 
 
Regula said he couldn’t do nothing on his own, the water is so deep standing, I couldn’t 
even hire my own contractor to go in there and dig them up and find them.  So I am 
between a rock and a hard spot, I didn’t get to plant that thirty-eight acres this year.  I have 
owned it for twelve, I have farmed it for darn near forty, my Dad owned it before me and 
my Grandpa owned it before him and we never had a loss on that farm because we couldn’t 
plant it until this year.  So something has changed in our water outlet, and I can prove what 
it is, but it worked before. 
 
Now at the end of Hudson Estates where this tile snaked across there, there was a manhole 
there that those two eights ran into, and when the water was standing back there, there 
was just no water coming in to those two eights at all. Like I said, when they hit’em, when 
they set the first manhole in the construction, the water gushed for three days, they 
pumped water for three days, but it is still not dry back there across us.  So like I said, I 
called Mike Reichert and Mike came with this map, he came to the farm, his back is in such 
bad shape and it was so muddy, he couldn’t stick the tile and find exactly where they were, 
but there is two orange flags back there.  We have had them back there, it was the first of 
July, we were cutting wheat when he came and met me and said them tile are right here 
because that is where I tied them in per this map, two hundred and ninety-five feet off of 
that fence line. 
 
So I am kind of at my whits end.  That water has stood back there and has sealed that 
ground up now, and like I said when the sprayer went through there the first time, he cut 
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ruts in there, so we tried to work them out and there’s still water standing.  My loss is going 
to be, I lost that whole farm, that whole thirty-eight acres worth of revenue that was 
supposed to be sowing beans for this year which is going to be a financial hit for us.  So I 
am still calculating that, and I will put together a time line to explain when I have talked to 
all of these people, I don’t have that completed, I didn’t bring bring my power point 
presentation on the stick tonight, I’m not quite to that point yet.  I will continue to work on 
that for history.  I have talked to the Soil and Water, I’ve talked to you guys, I’ve tried to 
talk to those guys, I can’t get them to call me back, tried to call Gary again on Friday, no 
return of my call.  So I am going to have to ask for some additional help from you folks 
about, I don’t know, either revoking their permits and stopping that until we get this water 
situation taken care of, or what the next step needs to be for me and legal counsel to try 
and get this taking care of.  If you got any questions, I’ll answer them, if you would like to 
go to the spot, just call me and I can set up a time and I can take you back there in the truck 
or whatever so you can actually see whats going on back there.  I do have some video 
images where I rode around on my four-wheeler and my tractor and tried to video tape it 
at different times.  I had a guy come with a drone and actually record from Zorn’s all the 
way out through our tile, all the way out into the retention pond, so I’ve got that all 
documented to show where the water stood all Spring that we couldn’t get in there and 
farm that farm.  So that is why I’m here tonight, I’ve never been to a Council meeting, but I 
thought this was my best place to try to explain to you all, what is going on and answer any 
questions that you have about that and try to get some help from you folks. 
 
Village Administrator Metz asked, can I tell you where we stand?  Regula answered, sure.  
Metz stated back when this started and we spoke with Gary and Jeff; we did not want your 
two eight inch tiles going through the new phase of the subdivision.  That is why we made 
an agreement with Jeff and Gary (MetzComm) in which, MetzComm is going to buy the 
material and we would put a manhole and a catch basin by the fence row, because there is 
a five or six inch tile about five foot off the fence row.  We were going to put in a manhole 
and take it into that swale into the concrete channel so that we divert your water into the 
detention pond and don’t go through there into the small detention pond.  We made an 
agreement with them that they buy the material and we would do the work. 
 
So we go back there in May, as it was a wet Spring, and we traced out the eight inch tile.  
The eight inch come out and go at the angle that you show, and we brought Scott Lotz in 
with his camera and eel; they both go, and Ed Maxwell was out there, they turn go East and 
one goes back North, but nothing goes South.  When we didn’t find that, we took the map 
and we went off three hundred and fifty feet off the fence row, digging seven foot deep, 
clear across the property and we couldn’t find anything.  So we are at a loss, because we 
wanted to put the manhole where your two eight inch tile were.  Metz stated that he has 
know about the two eights since ninety-five when they did Hudson Lake, because your Dad 
and Ivan informed us of them.  We did follow one of the tile that we did find that goes 
towards the Butcher property and switches to a ten inch, and we don’t know if the other 
stays at an eight, but it goes over that way too. 
 
Metz stated that what we have planned, is that we have told Jeff and Gary that we have got 
to get this in.  We have the measurements and received the quotes back today and we are 
going to order the materials and we are going to put the manhole at the end of Hudson 
Drive, which makes sense, that way we don’t have to go into back yards or anything to get 
to it if there was ever a problem.  Then we are going to install the two by two drain box 
over by Butcher or you or them, five foot off of the property line.  Will will tie in both sides 
of it so that water can get in either way no matter which way it drains, then put a twelve 
out going into the manhole and then into the retention basin.  We just can’t find your eights, 
that’s our problem.  
 
Regula said, well I’ve got them marked.  This is the map when they systamatically tiled 
that, he has it marked as two hundred and ninety-five feet off of that fence row.  Metz stated 
that we witching sticked it and we dug across there and there is nothing.  Regula stated 
that since the water has resceded and he came back there and we put those two flags back 
there, so we need to get closer to the lot line and dig where he’s got it marked to see if we 
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can find them.  That is going to be my best bet to hit them, cause like I said, he drew this 
map when he tied that farm in there.  This is the original map from the seventies, that is 
why it is not in cad, he drew it by hand on graph paper, so that is why I went and got this.  
I didn’t even know this existed, my Dad didn’t even have this that I could find. 
 
Regula went on to say that now that the water is receding, I think we can get back in there 
closer to me and dig down in there and find those two tile.  That’s what I would do.  Regula 
stated that he thought Milligan’s was going to do it, and then Milligan’s was supposed to 
have this map.  When I went and talked with Milligan’s the first time, he said he didn’t have 
the map.  The second time I went to them, I have them the map, my phone number and 
everything, and then the third time I went to Milligan’s, he said he wasn’t supposed to talk 
to me anymore about it, that it was between the land owner and me to work it out.  So that 
is why I have been trying to call Gary and see where we stand and to get a schedule to get 
this excavation done and find out where they’re at. 
 
Metz stated that we are ready to order stuff and go, because we are tired of waiting.  Deb 
Regula stated that she didn’t know why it hasn’t already been ordered.  We have been 
dealing with this for.  Metz said, we have been trying to wait for the eights because it is all 
about elavation.  We can’t order a manhole for Hudson Drive and then if we find them three 
hundred feet over here, that manhole, which is special made for the tile, isn’t going to work 
over here.  So it will either have to be deeper.  Regula asked if they were going to come 
back and dig that with Milligan’s?  Because that is what they have been telling me.  
Milligan’s going to do that, Milligan’s going to do that.  Metz stated that right now, we are 
going to order it for Hudson and however you get them to dig it and find it, we’ll just put 
caps in and run them in.  Deb Regula asked, how do we get them to dig it and find it, that is 
what our problem is. 
 
Klopfenstein asked Maxwell, did we dig where Rick says the tiles are at?  Klopfenstein said, 
so your map Rick is maybe not accurate, is that what we are saying Ed.  Maxwell stated 
that we don’t know if the maps are accurate or not.  We just know that we have three maps 
that were provided to us, two by Rick and one by Bob Zorn.  All of the maps show the two 
eight in tiles somewhere in the neighborhood between three hundred and two hundred 
and seventy-one.  We started at three hundred and fifty feet and went all of the way across 
and didn’t hit any tile.  Regula asked how far were you off of the lot line, I would say we are 
probably a hundred fee north of my lot line.  So I don’t know if when they get on their 
property if they turn and go another direction.  This particular map that Mike made when 
he did this, shows them right at the edge of that two hundred ninety-five on our lot line 
between us and them and we haven’t dug there yet.  Klopfenstein asked Ed if the Village 
dug there.  Maxwell stated that he was still not sure where we are talking.  Metz said that 
we did not dig where the flags were, as we were trying to stay off of Rick’s property.  Regula 
stated that it is about one hundred feet off of our property line.  So I don’t know in that 
hundred feet, if when they come across that lot line if they go somewhere else, I don’t 
know.  Regula went on to say that the ones that Scott hit, was not mine.  There is a place 
where they had hit that, there was an eight and a ten, one went one way and one went the 
other, those weren’t our tile.  Maxwell stated that those came out of the two eights that ran 
to Hudson, we traced them back that way.  Regula said that could be, because he hit our 
two eights when he set the first manhole, Milligan’s did.  He said the water ran for three 
days and he showed them to me. 
 
Regula said, I don’t know, I can’t get them to move.  I don’t know, do I need to go hire my 
own contractor at my own expense after they made, I assume that problem came from 
what we done to dig the retention pond.  I don’t know either, I don’t think that expense 
should come out of my pocket, just from the fact that I didn’t do anything, right.  So that is 
why I am asking, I don’t know how to get them guys to move, to do something. Rock and a 
hard spot for me I guess.   
 
Metz stated that Jeff had a guy back there.  Maxwell stated that he was supposed to have 
somebody come look and see about cutting, we thought this was going to be a trench from 
the spot where the flags are at over to the swale.  But when the guy came, he quoted him 
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putting a swale in and seeding it for like $15,000, so there was some mis-information and 
he was supposed to have somebody else come look at it, but I don’t know if that has 
happened or not.  Regula stated, if I could show you, this is from my lot line.  This is where, 
you can kind of see up where this trench is, that is where they dug off us, so it is quite a 
ways off of the lot line where Mike says that he tied it in.  I am guestimating that is is one 
hundred feet.   That is all I can tell you without taking you back there and showing you.  
When I sowed the oats in there Saturday, I wanted to get a cover crop on there to try and 
get some more organics back in there and unseal that ground.  Mr. Regula showed the 
Mayor and Council members pictures that he had taken with his phone of the ground and 
where the water is standing.  Klopfenstein showed Mr. Regula a copy of a sattelite picture 
from back in 2006 that was taken from the Shelby County Auditor’s website that showed 
two brown spots in his field where crops were not growing.  Klopfenstein stated, so you 
are telling me that this ground has never been wet before.  That is not what this picture 
from 2006 is showing.  Regula stated that it has been wet before, but before, in about two 
days, in about three days, these would drain off.  Klopfenstein said, Ivan Zorn’s drains off 
in three days?  Regula stated, that’s what Bob said. 
 
Metz stated that if we get the stuff ordered, and I don’t know how we get Jeff and Gary to 
dig hole, I don’t know how we can do that; we can at least, if they find them and they can 
show us, we can put a tap there when we are putting our pipe in so you can have two 
outlets.  Deb Regula stated that her understanding is, that if they are a contractor for the 
Village then you do have some say.  Metz stated that we don’t take over the subdivisions 
until the construction is done and then we accept it.  Maxwell stated, that Milligan is not a 
contractor for the Village, they are a contractor for MetzComm.  Mr. Regula said, but you 
guys still hold their permits to do construction?  Maxwell stated that there are no Village 
permits issued to a subdivision until it is complete. 
 
Metz said that we are going to proceed and get the materials ordered, like I said, they are 
paying the bill for the materials and the Village is putting it in.  We did that so that we can 
get rid of your water into the retention pond and not through the subdivision phase so that 
we can get you a good outlet.  Klopfenstein asked Maxwell to share with Rick, how much 
time and money the Village already has into trying to locate these tile.  Maxwell stated that 
we started on a Monday and spent three days digging with two backhoes.  On the third day 
we brought in Scott Lotz with his camera and eel when we couldn’t find them.  The Village 
paid for his services.  Maxwell showed pictures of the work that the Village perform at the 
site.  Regula stated that there is no map on file or on record that the information that he 
received from the Soil and Water was drawn on the map by Jason Bruns, and stated that 
he realizes that the map is not correct and not accurate. 
 
Klopfenstein stated that he just wanted to share that the Village has spent thousands of 
dollars trying to locate these two tiles, paid Scott Lotz for his services in trying to locate 
the tiles.  The Village has bent over backwards to try to find these two tiles for the Regula’s 
and we havn’t had any luck.  Klopfenstein asked Maxwell and Metz if that was accruate, 
and they both agreed.  Deb Regula said that it is unfortunate because they have lost 
thousands of dollars as well because of the retention pond going in and it has just been a 
bad situation.  Klopfenstein stated, you still had wet spots regardless, and you didn’t lose 
every acre you said you lost.  In years past, I’ve got to believe you have lost some acres due 
to the wet spots that are shown in the 2006 sattelite map.  Regula stated, not since we have 
farmed it, it has never drowned it out like that. 
 
Regula stated that the ground has laid there for a whole year.  Nobody has ever come and 
said here is what we are going to do, nobody ever said here is the plan, I never had a chance 
to hire my own contractor to go in there and dig those tile up.  Nobody said anything until 
R.D. Jones showed up in April with an excavation disc and start discing.  I went over there, 
because I have a relationship with them through Honda, and I went over there and asked 
them what was going on and they are the ones that told me.  I didn’t get to see anything 
that we going on, we had a whole year to find them tile before we started, and we didn’t 
do anything.  Deb Regula stated that we voiced this concern to them a year ago.  Regula 
stated, yes, when we were trading properties we voiced this concern.  Metz stated that 
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when the Village entered into this agreement with MetzCom, I swear that Jeff said that he 
talked to Rick about what we were going to do with his water.  Regula stated that is not 
true at all, I never heard that from them at all.  Just like they said they were going to take 
the map back to Milligan, Milligan never seen that map.  I took it back there and I put my 
name and cell phone number on it, so that if they went back there to dig, I could be back 
there with a tile probe to try and help find them.  Like I said that third time I went back to 
talk with them, they said move along and I have not been back there since.  So I just wanted 
to take this route, I wanted to let my legal counsel know that I went and talked to the City 
of Jackson Center and whatever I need to do next and I guess that is the path forward that 
I’m gonna have to take to try to get it resolved.  Like I said, it has been five months and 
there is still water laying back there, we need to get that water off that farm.  Metz stated 
that he will be ordering the materials tomorrow and the Village will be doing their part. 
 
Regula stated, I don’t know what leverage you have over the subdivision, but them guys 
need to get off their duff.  There are two hoes sitting back there, I don’t think it would take 
all that long to go back there.  Mike marked it at two hundred and ninety-five and we 
marked it again on an angle so there is two orange flags back there with some stone piles 
around them.  Metz stated that they are still there.  Regula said they are closer to our lot 
line out from where you guys dug.  I don’t know if he tiles are there or not.  The only time 
I was ever in there, when we hired Mike Reichert to come do that, that farm was planted 
in beans, he walked out there that day, I said I don’t know where the main is that runs 
through here, and he goes its right here.  He knew by how the beans grew, where it was.  
So I take him at his word and at his map that he knows what he is talking about.  Maxwell 
stated that he did provide a copy of the hand drawn map to Jeff. 
 
Maxwell shared a drawing from Choice One Engineering that shows the water sheds in and 
around the Village.  Maxwell said that he wanted to point something out about the catch 
basin, it sounds like the catch basin caused you problems.  Maxwell went on to say that all 
of the farm ground outside of the Village, about thirty acres of the Regula ground and 20 
acres of Zorn ground (water outside of our Village) we have put in a detention area that 
will hold that water back from the outside.  So the detention area is there to help you, not 
hurt you.  The Regula’s both agreed and said that they understood that.  Deb Regula went 
on to say that they think that the heavy equipment probably crushed their two eights 
somewhere and that is what everybody keeps telling us.  Maxwell went on to say, that it 
confuses me, because you said those twin eights ran for three days after they hit them.  But 
if that is crushed, didn’t they hit those up near the end of Hudson Drive.  Regula answered 
yes.  Maxwell went on to say, that if it is crushed up there (at the end of Hudson Drive) how 
does the water not get off of you.  Regula stated that they are trying to understand the same 
thing, we need to find out where the water is getting diverted and get it fixed.  Maxwell 
stated that we are in agreement with that, but it is not the Village’s responsibility to find 
those tiles.  We have done our dudiligence. 
 
Regula stated, well you guys are the ones that made the agreements with them right?  I 
didn’t get a handshake in that, nobody came and talked to me about that, not Jeff, no Gary, 
nobody.  Metz stated that before we did that, we were told that you were good with that 
as long as we hooked you up to an outlet.  Regula said he never heard that story.  
Klopfenstein said, all I know is that the Village is spending about $800,000.00 to take care 
of our water and your water Rick.  The Village is spending a whole lot of money, and we 
are not asking you for any money for share of water that we are taking care of.  Your farm 
to the East and Zorn’s, we’ll take care of your water, if you get it to us, that is all we are 
saying.  Regula asked, do I have to hire my own contractor?  Klopfenstein asked if it was 
the Village’s job to find his tile?  Klopfenstein then stated, you are probably going to be 
better off then you have ever been.  Regula said he agreed and that he appreciates that, but 
with the handshake agreement with the subdivision, he didn’t get in on that deal.  
Klopfenstein said, that you are not the subdivision.  Regula said that if you said that you 
were going to take care of me, you should have done that and you didn’t.  Klopfenstein 
stated, that you should probably be talking to him about that.  Regula stated that he had 
tried.  Klopfenstein went on to say that we are trying to take care of a water problem, and 
some of that water is coming from you guys. 
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Regula stated that he has tried to cooperate, putting that fire hydrant back there.  I made 
sure you guys got back there, I’m always trying to cooperate with you guys when we 
swapped that land and stuff out.  So I have done my part all along, now I’m needing help 
with the tile issue and the subdivision.  I didn’t get a chance to approve any of that, and in 
my opinion, its in you guys hands a little bit too.  Anyway, that is my view point, I would 
appreicate if you guys got another option, if I need to call a contractor, I don’t think its my 
responsibility from a financial viewpoint, because I did not disrupt the water flow, they 
did.  I don’t know, maybe you better go back on your handshake agreement and see what 
it says about that, but I tried calling Gary again on Friday and haven’t got an answer.  
Regula asked if there was any other questions he could answer and he appreciates their 
time. 

 
OLD BUSINESS: 
 

a. None 
 
NEW BUSINESS: 
 

a. RESOLUTION 2022-011 – A Resolution Accepting The Amounts And Rates As 
Determined By The Budget Commission And Authorizing The Necessary Tax Levies 
And Certifying Them To The County Auditor And Declaring An Emergency.  First 
Reading 

 
Each year the Shelby County Auditor presents to the Shelby County Budget Commission, 
the most recent assessed valuation information.  The Auditor goes over the tax revenue 
estimates for each levy.  The Budget Commission then determines the amounts and rates 
and authorizes the necessary tax levies certifying them to the County Auditor.  The Village 
must send back a resolution accepting the amounts and rates by October 1st of each year.  
For the fiscal year 2023 the amounts required from General Property Tax approved by the 
Budget Commission and the County Auditor’s estimated tax rates for the Inside 10 mill 
limitation are $56,925 for the Village of Jackson Center.  Voters passed a 2.00 mill levy on 
November 6, 2018 that is Outside the 10 mill limitation and the County Auditor has 
estimated it will generate $46,920.  This is an increase of $1,149 from the fiscal year 2022 
estimated amounts of the inside 10 mill limitation of $55,776 and $1,018 from the outside 
10 mill limitation of $45,902.  The outside millage is adjusted by the state to make sure 
that it stays within a reasonable amount of the last year.  This will be a first reading of this 
resolution. 

 
This Resolution Will Stand As A First Reading. 

 
COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
 

Finance Committee: No Report 
 
Utility Committee: No Report 
 
Wage & Benefits Committee: No Report 
 
Safety Committee: Elchert stated that it seems that they are doing a good job of 

covering the school zones since school has started. 
 
Public Property Committee: No Report 

 
DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS: 
 

Police Chief: Wirick stated that we did get the stickers for the golf cart inspections and 
we have three dates set up for inspections; Wednesday, September 7th from 
9:30 am to 11:00 am, Wednesday, September 14th from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm 
and Saturday, September 24th from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm.  These dates will be 
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in the newsletter, on the sign and on the Village Facebook page.  The 
paperwork has been submitted to the state for the police officer vest grant.  
The life of a police vest is five years, so we are seeking a grant to cover part 
of the purchase of new police vests. 

 
Fire Chief: No Report 
 
ZEO/EDD: No Report 

 
ADMINISTRATOR’S REPORT: August 22, 2022 
 

Electric Department 
 Changing out electric meters for the AMI project, about 95% changed 
 Ben attended virtual meeting with Tantalus 

 

Street Department 
 Utility taps at the Service building addition are completed 
 Jimmy attended Progress meeting with Access Engineering on South Main Project 

 

Water Department 
 Normal operations  
 Braden attended virtual meeting with Tantalus 

 

Wastewater Department 
 Normal Operations 
 Changed Slide Pump at the Pool 

 
Parks Department 

 Mowing 
 Painting Soccer field lines 

 
Administrator 

☺ Bev and I meet with Lexipol on Village Personnel Policy Manual every Thursday 
☺ Bruce attended Progress meeting with Access Engineering on South Main Project 
☺ Attended virtual meeting with Tantalus 
☺ AMP Joint Hydro Phase I and Meldahl virtual meeting 
☺ Met with Efficiency Smart on walk thru of Grace Lutheran Church 
☺ Met with AMP on progress of acquiring more AFEC for our Electric portfolio 
☺ Attended EMA meeting 
☺ Continuing to work with Ed on great projects for JC 
☺ New pick up to replace 2001 and looking for one for sewer and electric 

 
CITIZEN COMMENT: 
 

None 
 
OTHER BUSINESS: 
 

York stated that our AMP Organization in Columbus, Ohio has a sister organization called 
Ohio Municipal Electric Association which is the lobbying arm. York will be attending the 
annual conference and would like to get involved in that organization.  York stated that he 
used to be on their Board for years and they did some pretty effective lobbying. 

 
EXECUTIVE SESSION: 
 
No Executive Session Is Scheduled. 

 
UNSCHEDULED BUSINESS: 
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Maxwell stated that he does not have a lot of information, but it sounds like the trailer park 
is going to sell.  We have talked to the potential new owners and they are saying all of the 
right things and know what they can and cannot do back there. 

 
ADJOURNMENT: 
 

There being no other business to come before Council. 
Motion To Adjourn: Fark 
Seconded By: Goooding 

Aye: 6 Nay: 0 Motion Carried 
 

The meeting adjourned until September 12, 2022 at 7:00 p.m. in Council Chambers. 
 
 
 
              
       Scott Klopfenstein, Mayor 
  
       
Beverly A. Wren, Fiscal Officer 
 
All formal actions of the Council of Village of Jackson Center concerning and relating to the 
adoption of resolutions and/or motions passed at this meeting were adopted in a meeting open 
to the public, in compliance with the law, including Section 121.22 of the Ohio Revised Code. 

    


